6 months Internship in Optics lab
Huawei Paris Research Centre

1 Company description
Huawei is a leading global information and communications technology (ICT) solutions provider.
Through our dedication to customer-centric innovation and strong partnerships, we have established
end-to-end advantages in telecom networks, devices and cloud computing. We are committed to
creating maximum value for telecom operators, enterprises and consumers by providing competitive
solutions and services. Our products and solutions have been deployed in over 140 countries, serving
more than one third of the world’s population. The Huawei Paris Research Center (PRC) is responsible
for advanced research in the ﬁelds of Algorithm and Software design, Aesthetics, MBB & Home device
and Parallel Computing, to create and design the innovative technologies and software platforms for
our Brand.

2 Internship description
Tens of Terabits/s data transmission can today be achieved in optical communication fiber optic systems
using wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), complex modulations, coherent technology and digital
signal processing such a way that the amount of data transmitted on a given frequency bandwidth is
reaching fundamental limits. Still developing higher baudrate transponders to increase the capacity of
each WDM optical channel is of interest with baudrate per channel above 100 GBd. In addition, among
solutions that are being explored to keep increasing the fiber data rate, the most cost efficient ones aim
at increasing the total rate without requiring to change the already installed fiber in optical networks.
The fiber bandwidth commonly used today is the one of optical amplifiers based on Erbium doped fibers
with up to 6 THz total bandwidth and is fully exploited using WDM for example of 120 channels with 50
GHz carrier frequency spacing. New optical amplification schemes and transmission systems are being
investigated with a potential factor 2 to 5 on total bandwidth (respectively corresponding to 240 to 600
channels) but with many design and optimization challenges to keep the best transmission performance
for all channels. Other goal is to develop higher baudrate transponder to increase the capacity of each
WDM optical channel and reduce overall system cost with baudrate per channel above 100 GBd.
The goals of the internship will be:





To perform electrical/optical measurements on transponders with baudrate higher than
100GBd
To develop models and algorithms to mitigate transponder bandwidth limitation and/or
nonlinearities
to help optimizing and predicting the transmission performance in this context.
to improve the overall transmission throughput or reliability (Performance data will be obtained
both from lab experiment and numerical models).

3 Required knowledge and skills
Required qualifications:
- Master 2 student;
- Fiber optic communication systems, digital communication, high rate electronics
- AI/ML algorithms knowledge
- Fluency in spoken and written English.
- Python developing including python AI/ML knowledge

4 Practical information
Contact person: yann.frignac@huawei.com
Duration: 6 months
Location: Boulogne Billancourt
Huawei Paris Research Center | Mathematical and Algorithmic Sciences Lab
Huawei Technologies France SASU | 20 quai du Point du Jour | 92100 Boulogne-Billancourt | France
www.huawei.com
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To perform optical measurements on wide band amplifiers
To develop models to predict the channel power evolution
to apply Machine Learning algorithms (Python – based coding) to predict channels parameter
evolution.
to help optimizing and predicting the transmission performance in this context.
to improve the overall transmission throughput or reliability (Performance data will be obtained
both from lab experiment and numerical models).
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2 Internship description
Today’s long haul optical/WDM networks are still heavily managed manually, even if some level of
automation has been proposed. In particular, many physical layer optimization techniques have been
proposed but their practical implementation remains problematic and could lead to instabilities, which
hinder the deployment of said advanced optimization techniques.
Our team has developed several long haul optical network optimization tools, and is able to test them
manually on an extensive optical network testbed in our lab based on amplifiers (EDFA),
reconfigurable filters (WSS), line cards, etc. What is missing is the ability to demonstrate that those
techniques can run on the testbed with no manual intervention and without causing service
disruptions. Ultimately, the optimization techniques could even be triggered by the network itself so
the network becomes “self-driven” and does not rely on any human intervention.
In practice, during the internship, the student will:
-

Gain understanding on how modern optical equipment and network are working;
Gain understanding on advanced (research level) network optimization tools;
Deploy those algorithms in a Python-based platform developed by our team;
Grow this platform to include new optimization algorithms;
Enhance the automation capability of the platform;
Test/validate the automation of the network optimization technique in a real lab environment.

3 Required knowledge and skills
Required qualifications:
- Master 2 student;
- Basic knowledge in physical modelling of optical transmission;
- Basic Python knowledge;
- Fluency in spoken and written English.
Preferred qualifications:
- Experience in an experimental lab;
- Fluent with Python.

4 Practical information
Contact person: Yvan Pointurier yvan.pointurier@huawei.com
Duration: 6 months
Location: Boulogne-Billancourt
The internship may be followed by a PhD thesis within Huawei.
Huawei Paris Research Center | Mathematical and Algorithmic Sciences Lab
Huawei Technologies France SASU | 20 quai du Point du Jour | 92100 Boulogne-Billancourt | France
www.huawei.com

Huawei Technologies France SASU

Proposal of internship
Title
Study Level
Duration

Improve colour enhancement for complex photography and video scenes using
classical and AI/CNN techniques
Masters student
~6 months

The aim of this internship is to leverage cutting edge research to improve the colour enhancement
algorithms (and maybe more) of an Image Signal Pipeline in very complex scenes (low light or HDR
scenes for example) for video and capture. It should also return different actions for different types of
tasks, for example Human Vision vs Computer Vision. It should also return near pixel level local actions
for the enhancement of skin, sky and plants. The challenge is to improve the colours in an image
psychovisually so that they are both correct and subjectively pleasing while also keeping the
computational cost to a minimum. This is an opportunity for R&D in a new advanced high-tech domain
using image processing and machine learning techniques.
The candidate will have the following responsibilities during the internship:
•
•
•

•

•
•

Study start of the art classical and AI based colour enhancement research (e.g. papers from top
universities worldwide)
Get familiar with commercial colour enhancement algorithms (DarkTable, …)
Generate a database of SDR and HDR images with a latest generation Huawei phone. Start with
MIT-5K database. Search for good subjective based (professional photographer) CNN training
databases.
Develop a Deep Learning algorithm and compare/benchmark with other machine learning
algorithm or classical techniques or combinations that can improve the accuracy of the colour.
Starting point would be the MIT-5K datasets.
Understand the theory of the classical or machine learning algorithms and architecture for colour
enhancement (which layer/stage does which colour task etc…)
Simplify the classical or machine learning algorithm to achieve an implementable solution in a
smartphone environment

The candidate will be closely integrated into a team of image processing algorithm and architecture
experts and will thus benefit from the knowledge and experience of the inter-disciplinary team based in
Sophia Antipolis.
Position Requirements

Very good practical knowledge of image and signal processing, and machine
learning techniques and frameworks
Basic knowledge of camera sensors
Good programmer, can use development tools efficiently (e.g.
Python/Matlab/C/C++) and work autonomously

Research Engineer Positions in WDM transmission
Huawei Paris Research Centre

Paris
France
The Optical Communication Technology Lab of the Huawei
Paris Research Centre is seeking strong candidates for
permanent research positions in the area of WDM optical
communications and other optical applications, to be filled as
soon as possible.
The research will aim at innovation in the design of WDM
optical communications and hardware implementation, and is
performed in teams spanning across multiple international
Huawei research sites.

Main responsabilities:
 Research and innovation in the area of WDM optical
communications and other optical applications;
 High capacity and wide optical bandwidth WDM Lab
demonstration.
 Advanced modeling design, analysis, simulation and
digital signal processing;
 Generation of intellectual property and patent filing;
 Collaboration with other business units for exploitation
of research outputs;
 Contribute to the creative and innovative atmosphere
at the Huawei Paris Research Centre.
 Publications in top journals and conferences
Required qualification:
 Ph.D. degree in WDM optical communications;
 Solid knowledge of optical communication and digital
signal processing;
 Ability to conduct independent research while also
contributing to team-oriented projects;

Join us for Building a Better Connected World.

This will support your start in our team:
 Familiarity with Python, and other simulation
tools;
 Familiarity
with
model
implementation,
complexity evaluation, and optimization for
complexity, latency, power consumption;
 Expertise in optical communications, WDM
transmission and fiber nonlinearities;
 Track record of publications (OFC/ECOC
conferences, PTL/JLT/Optics Express journals),
or patents;
 Strong oral and written communication skills.

Interested?
Please send your application per email to:

yann.frignac@huawei.com

About Huawei:
Huawei's vision is to enrich life through communication.
We are a fast growing, leading global ICT solutions
provider. With our three business units Carrier,
Enterprise and Consumer, we offer network
infrastructure, cloud computing solution and devices
such as smart phones and tablet PCs.
Paris Research Centre (PRC) performs strategic
research and cutting edge development for Huawei.

Huawei Technologies
Paris Research Centre
20 quai du Point du Jour 92100 Boulogne Billancourt, France

Huawei Technologies France SASU

Internship offer
Title
Study Level
Duration
Location

Study on the local optimization of the smartphone video denoising parameters
Masters student
~6 months
Huawei – Sophia Antipolis

Objective: In the context where recent academic studies proved that locally adapted parameters can
improve the denoising performance of conventional algorithms, the objective is to study the feasibility of a
prediction method for these parameters from the denoising filter input images.
Responsibilities:
-

Review state of the art approaches for optimal filtering parameter prediction in different denoising
filters
Given a specific denoising filter and a complexity budget, propose the most suitable conventional
or deep learning based approach to predict the optimal denoising parameters
Provide a proof of concept for the approach on synthetic and real sensor RAW images

Position Requirements

Good knowledge image processing algorithms, statistical analysis, signal
theory
Knowledge of machine learning techniques / frameworks and notions of
picture quality will be an advantage
Good programmer, can use development tools efficiently (e.g.
Python/Matlab/C/C++) and work autonomously
Highly motived to surpass herself/himself, eager to learn, self-driven and
excellent communication skills

Huawei Technologies France SASU

Internship offer
Title
Study Level
Duration
Location

Study the algorithm optimization of image fusion for high dynamic range imaging
Masters student
~6 months
Huawei – Sophia Antipolis

The objective of this internship is to determine new methods to compute the fusion weights for images
with different exposure time in order to generate high dynamic range (HDR) images for the ISP.
The HDR fusion is an essential step of the ISP processing pipeline, which has to deal with real environment
constraints. In this case, the optimal fusion algorithm must be defined in order to reach the maximum picture
quality and the maximum robustness with respect to noise, image saturation and motion, while minimizing
the ghosting effects.

Responsibilities:
Under supervision by members of our ISP team, the intern will have the following responsibilities:
- Analyze the state-of-the-art solutions for the image fusion for HDR imaging;
- Explore different weight fusion algorithms for creating HDR images (statistical image analysis, noise
estimation, non-local approaches, …).
- Implement a proof-of-concept for the image fusion weight algorithm in order to achieve the best picture
quality with the maximum robustness to noise and the minimum ghosting effects.
- Summarize the achievements and the conclusions.

Position Requirements:
-

Basic knowledge of ISPs, image processing algorithms, statistical analysis, signal theory;
Good programmer, can use development tools efficiently (e.g. Python/C/C++) and work autonomously;
Highly motived to surpass herself/himself, eager to learn, self-driven and excellent communication
skills.

Huawei Technologies France SASU

Internship offer
Title

Study the influence of image preprocessing on the accuracy of computer vision
algorithms

Study Level
Duration
Location

Masters student
~6 months
Huawei – Nice Research Center

The objective of this internship is to study the influence of image pre-processing on computer vision
algorithm effectiveness. Indeed, the RAW image from the camera typically undergoes a preprocessing
phase done by the ISP which aims to produce a high quality YUV image. Traditionally, ISP algorithms and
tuning parameters have been optimized for human viewers and are typically inefficient for machine vision.
Indeed, algorithms could be too complex for the needs of machine vision algorithms and therefore require
too much compute power. Or they may alter the information contained in the scene to produce a more
appealing picture to a human viewer which would negatively affect computer vision algorithms.
Generate an internal dataset using an internal ISP pipeline, train Computer Vision models and study the
accuracy of the output. As several research papers already cover similar topic, analyze if their conclusions
are comparable or not.
Responsibilities:
Under supervision by members of our ISP team, the intern will have the following responsibilities:
- With the help of local experts, define the test methodology (test image database, computer vision
algorithms to use, benchmarks, metrics, ...)
- Implement several standard computer vision algorithms & benchmark the accuracy & integrate them with
a simple ISP pipeline
- Study the effect of algorithm alterations in the ISP (e.g. remove processing blocks, change tuning
parameters, or for example replace the noise filter or other modules with a different one, retrain CNN based
algorithms on altered images, change the compute precision, …)
- Summarize the conclusions

Position Requirements:
-

Basic knowledge ISPs, image processing algorithms, computer vision algorithm, machine learning,
CNNs and camera sensors
Good programmer, can use development tools efficiently (e.g. Python/Matlab/C/C++) and work
autonomously
Highly motived to surpass herself/himself, eager to learn, self-driven and excellent communication
skills

